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Johner Getty Images I was talking to two friends recently when the subject of pillows came up: the firmness and stuff we preferred to sleep, whether we piled up two pillows or slept in an apartment — it was a surprisingly lively conversation full of strong and different opinions that made one thing very clear. We're all very private about the pillows we sleep on,
and once we figure out the arrangement we find most comfortable, we'll take it. That said, I'm here to ask the question you probably don't want to think about, but definitely should: How long is it too long to sleep on the same pillow? Pillows should be replaced after 1-2 years. This may seem like exaggeration, but there are two good reasons why you should
make sure that you don't keep a pillow beyond its heyday. First, the structural integrity of your pillow has a direct impact on your sleep quality and neck support. And second, something you spend six to eight hours sleeping daily—sometimes sweating or drooling... occasionally while still wearing your makeup — it will accumulate dirt that regular washing just
can't get rid of. This content is imported from {embed-name}. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. We talked to Tempur-Pedic experts to get a professional opinion on the subject. Brent Pfister, vice president of marketing at Tempur-Pedic, says that while regular polyester
pillows typically need to be replaced up to 6 months old, higher quality pillows can last up to a few years. (Tempur-Pedic pillows have a 5-year warranty, if it's worth anything). Like most things in life, when you invest in products made of higher quality materials and manufacturing, they will stay in prime condition for longer. In addition, pillows should be kept
clean to maximize life, Brent says. So investing in a pillow with a removable and washable cover is a good idea. Regularly wash your pillow cover, pillow cover, and yes, the pillow itself will keep the accumulation of dirt, oil and dead skin (which can lead to dust mites) at a minimum, which will help your pillow last longer. How do you know it's time to replace
your beloved pillow? On the one hand, if you start not to love it so much (you wake up with a sore or hard neck, or can't get comfortable at night), it's probably a sign that the pillow has lost its structural integrity. If you have a pillow without foam, try to fold it in half. If it doesn't go back to its original flat form, it's probably time to say goodbye. Brent suggests: If
you find that your pillow isn't providing the support you're used to, or you're waking up with neck discomfort, maybe it's to consider replacing the pillow. And finally, this may seem easy, but if the pillow has any yellow spots (ahem, sweat and/or makeup), it's time to throw it away. Follow beautiful house on Instagram. This content is created and maintained by
third parties, and imported to this page to help help provide your email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Beds are one of the biggest investments in furniture you can make in your home, and we are totally behind spending a few thousand on a timeless bed frame if you can afford it. But if your
budget is tight and you have other priorities, you can easily get away with a simple metal bed frame or an affordable IKEA design. That said, you don't have to settle for basics if you do that. With some thoughtful style or even a little paint or customizable padding, you can take a ubiquitous SIMPLE IKEA bed frame to make statements. Read below to draw
inspiration from some of our favorites IKE IKEA Brimnes Bed Frame with storage $242 IKEA Malm High Bed Frame Store $399 IKEA Malm Bed Frame Store $229 IKEA Leirvik Bed Frame Store $180 IKEA Tarva Bed Frame Store $129 IKEA Svelvik Bed Frame Store $299 IKEA Mandal Bed Frame Store With Storage $399 Shop Do you own any IKEA
Which? The divine living space These intrepid diyers threw the typical sleeping set out the window. A new painting work, strategically placed curtains, and fake pantry take these beds from boring to shiny. 1 of 15 Add a coat of paint. 2 of 15 Hang a curtain. 3 of 15 Use kitchen cabinets. If you want extra storage, a raised bed is the way to go. But finding the
right organizer to put your mattress on top is another story. Here, nine sturdy IKEA kitchen cabinets with doors hide personal items. See more in Oh Yes » 4 of 15 Make a whole hiding place. $179 for a KURA NOWSure bed, the KURA loft is fun from the start (what child doesn't love a bunk?). But when these parents added a sleeping area upstairs and a cozy
hammock in the background, it officially became the coolest bed of all time. See more in Papotologie » 5 of 15 ... or a Super Bed! 6 out of 15 Try a four-poster board. 7 of 15 Create a club. $179 for a KURA INn NOWKurA lofted frames are the ultimate structure for playful exteriors like tree houses. Here, blue and purple houses sit on the beds and gather in
the middle so the brothers can play together. See more at IKEA Hackers » 8 of 15 Add shoes. A flat pine bed frame gains a brand new look with the help of some felt, woolen fabric and 1,250 staples (nothing much). We also love how the thin wooden legs give it a modern mid-century vibe. See more at Manhattan Nest » 9 of 15 Search for storage. 10 out of
15 upholstery with fingerprints. Before, this simple pine bed frame had a rectangular headboard that was super generic. But a hierarchical shape on top and pink and white graphic fabric gives you a new life and is basically a preteen's dream. See more at » 11 of 15 Play with textures. $299 for a HEMNESSHOP NOWDaybeds bed are ideal for a room that
needs to serve both as a sleeping area and an outlet area, which is why this blogger opted for this IKEA HEMNES piece for her daughters' space and added a female headboard that makes her feel more in Honey Bear Lane » 12 of 15 Install drawers on drawers. $179 for a MALMSHOP NOW seamstressThe famous MALM dresser is one of the best-known
pieces of IKEA furniture — but this hack is really genius. Here, it is painted blue and a mattress is placed on top to provide plenty of storage in a child's room for clothes, books and toys. See more in Hitta Kem » 14 of 15 Hang a fake canopy. $25 for a curtains store LEGEND AGORACraving a lovely canopy on the cheap? The ikea curtains will give you the
privacy you want with the help of steel cables - just pull them shut and you will feel as if you escaped in a private room. See more at IKEA Hackers » 15 of 15 Install long and narrow drawers. Drawers of an IKEA dresser are the perfect pieces to slide under a bed, creating bonus storage that looks chic and organized. We especially love how this room
combines the white drawers with the bed to create a serene vibe. See more in Nur Noch » Bed Frames Bed Lifters Bed Risers Bunk Bed Frames Bunk Beds Canopy Beds Full Bed Frames Full Bed Slats King Bed Frames King Bed Slats Loft Beds Platform Beds Queen Slats Queen Headboards The Insider Picks team writes about stuff we think you'll like.
Business Insider has partnerships with affiliates, so the profit from your purchase. Zinus/Business Insider The Insider Pick: Your bed frame can make or break the overall look and feel of your room. Certain bed frames make the room feel more cozy, while others add a bold and modern style that often compliments your style. Your mattress certainly matters in
terms of comfort, but from one aspect of design, your bed frame is the foundation of your room. In addition to the design, the bed frames serve additional purposes. Most raise, or at least dictate, their sleeping position, ideally facilitating the entry and exit of the bed. Sometimes they just extension for additional storage below your sleeping area or at the
headboard. Bed frames also extend the life of your mattress, providing support and preventing weak and fallen points. The mattress look on the floor instantly decreases any style in your sleeping space and is not ideal for you or your mattress. Mattresses need support to stay firm and stable, and just like humans, mattresses, no matter what their make or
model, need breathing space. Buying a bed frame may seem simple —just the size of the frame matches the size of the mattress—but there are more options to buy than you can imagine, which can make the buying process look overwhelming. That's why we've narrowed it down to the five bed frames you can buy on Amazon. Before we get into our best
choices, here are a few things to consider. How to choose the right bed frameSize matters: First get the right sizing. You a bed frame that blends into the room naturally, not one that overloads the room taking up too much space. Also, note that the bed frame sizes are not completely standardized. They may differ depending on the country in which they are
made or by the manufacturer, any of which have their own standards and use their own terminology for scaling. Get a good mattress: Once you have an idea of how much space you have to work, get the correct mattress size. Your mattress may be as large as your room allows, but the main goal is that it can hold your body comfortably without any limb
hanging on the sides. You don't want one that makes you feel like Will Ferrell in elf. If you are buying a mattress for two people, both should be able to lie down, side by side, and have your arms behind your head with your elbows out without touching each other. From there, you can combine the size of the mattress with the size of the bed frame. Check out
the best mattresses you can buy here. Check the prices: The price of the bed frame is everywhere. Prices usually depend on the frame material, with the frames covered in leather and wood being the most expensive and the metal structures less. Find out which style you want: Because your bed configuration is the highlight of the room, the design of your
bed frame certainly plays a role in your choice. It fits your personal preferences, other design elements in the room and the available space with which you have to work. Types of IKEA bed frames There are several types of bed frames available, but one trick to reduce your options is to decide whether you want a platform or box spring bed. With many
platform bed frames, you won't need a box spring. For more firmness, opt for a platform bed without a box spring, which will provide a harder and more supportive base. Here are the different types of bed frames: The bed frames of the platform without box spring are usually lower to the floor, which can make them harder to get in and out, especially if you are
full of back pain or other complications. On the bright side, as the deck bed frames are lower, they provide a colder sleeping environment. Also, cutting the spring box off your total bed purchase cost will make your bed much cheaper. The spring bed frames of the box will lift your mattress higher from the floor, making your bed easier to get in and out. Box
springs usually help extend the life of your mattress, avoiding sagging. The spring box bed frames are the choice for the traditionalist, but the box spring itself will not last forever. Overtime, cash springs lose support and don't provide as many benefits to save mattresses. To make the most of a box spring, simply turn it frequently, so that the heaviest weight is
not constantly placed in the same area. Headboards and planks are sometimes included with the bed frame for greater style. These can be made of metal or wood, and are sometimes covered in fabric or leather. Other bed frames do not a headboard or board. Special bed frames come in a few different ways, including sleigh beds, four poster beds, pantry
beds, sleeping beds, and so on. These bed frames add more style and drama to your room. Wood, upholstery and metal bed structuresIf durability is a top priority, then then Metal frame is your best bet. With good care, the metal bed frames will be almost new for years and there will not be so much damage from insects, cracks, and so on as wooden
moldings. However, wood frames are still considered highly durable and are generally a good value for cost. They are low maintenance and may even be easier to care for than metal frames, which can be rust victims. With wooden frames, you have the option of wood or soft wood, which, by the way, has nothing to do with the actual 'hardness' or 'softness'
of the wood. You can also find bed moldings that are covered in fabric, genuine leather or faux leather for added style. With all this in mind, check out our top picks for the best bed frames you can buy on Amazon. We choose a range of pieces in different materials and styles to suit a variety of needs and preferences. If you are equipling your room, check out
our shopping guides for the best mattresses, the best memory foam pillows, the best sheets, the best mattress toppers, the best pillows, the best comforting, the best duvet covers, the best lamps, the best area rugs, the best clothes hangers, the best baskets and laundry baskets , and more in Insider Picks.Although the Zinus Upholed Square Stitched
Platform Frame is our top pick, for various reasons described in the slides below, you should also consider the Zinus 14 Inch SmartBase Platform Bed Frame, the DHP Dakota Faux Leather Tufted Upholed Platform Bed, the DHP Rosedale Metal Canopy Bed Frame, and the Murray Bed Platform with Wood Box Frame. Zinus The Zinus Upholstered Square
Stitched Platform Bed Frame is naturally simple with a classic design that we can't see going out of style anytime soon. The soft square stitched dark grey padding adds a soft design aesthetic to the touch to the already beautiful piece. It is a high quality and timelessly designed bed frame. As a cost saver, the headboard, the frame and ten wooden slats that
support the mattress are included in the price. You also have the option to buy a corresponding standing plank for less than $20 extra. The footboard is another personal preference that can help your bed get more tidy and tidy, allowing you to put your whole bed. All purchased pieces including the frame, legs and wooden slats conveniently fit into the head
frame and are shipped that way as well. Check out this reviewer's useful unboxing video review. It is available in twin, full, queen and king sizes, and as an added advantage, the king size frame is 14 inches from the floor, providing extra storage space. In other sizes, the frame is 8 inches from the ground. The Zinus Upholstered Square Stitched Platform Bed
Frame is featured in Article 5 Best Zinus Bed Frame Reviews where it has a rating of 5 out of 5 stars. He is also listed in the Dekortips roundup of Find the best bed frame in 2017, where he is number one. On Amazon, the bed frame has a rating of 4.6 stars more than 2,000 reviews. Reviewers often comment that the bed frame is worth it. This reviewer
writes: You can't find a bed like this for less than $200 dollars at your local furniture store. Other reviewers like this is sturdy, easy to set up and visibly silent. Another critic who comments: In fact, I had an earthquake of 5.0 after the first week and rode it in bed. Overall, the Zinus is a bed frame that can blend silently to the bottom of a tall room or keep its own
as the centerpiece of an otherwise neutral room. Robustness and easy configuration are two major advantages for this particular product category, and the strong mattress holder and soft padding complement each other, creating a general high-quality bed frame that we can't help but recommend. Pros: Very sturdy, helps your mattress to last longer, easy to
mount, Reasonable price, plank option, adaptive styleCons: Support in the middle of the bed may not be the best, shipping problems result in damaged parts a little oftenBuy the zinus stitched platform bed upholstered on Amazon for $159.99 (Gemini), $229.00 (Full), $238.06 (Queen), $304.90 (King) Zinus If you don't have room space to waste , then a bed
frame that provides enough under the storage of the bed is the way to go. This 14-inch Zinus SmartBase Platform Bed Frame does just that, as it's lifted 14 inches from the floor with 13 inches off, so you can easily store medium to large plastic boxes filled with items you don't need to access daily just below the bed. It is available in all regular sizes of
mattresses and can be purchased at your choice of a standard bed frame, a bed frame with a skirt, or in a deluxe edition, which has an updated design for enhanced stability with T-shaped leg construction and a locking system. The most popular choice is the standard bed frame, which features a strong and durable steel frame and a unique folding design
that facilitates movement as needed. Unlike some other models, it is easy to assemble, as this reviewer explains: It comes in 2 separate pieces that are very light when you take them out of the box. The steel bed frame eliminates the need for a spring and can support spring, memory foam, latex and hybrid mattresses. We like it to be a fairly standard height
of 14 inches, but if you want even more under the bed storage, Zinus also has this very similar but not so popular 18 inch bed frame model. There are no fancy bells or whistles for this bed frame, so you can achieve a super minimalist style, or add a headboard of your choice to jazz it up a bit. It's even pretty basic compared to other designed bed frames
provide under the storage of the bed, and we think that this is really a good thing. While other so-called storage frames usually have drawers that can be removed from the sides or have a compartment under the bed, you need to lift the bottom of the frame along with your heavy mattress until accessed, this 14-inch SmartBase Platform Bedframe zinus zinus
provides free space, so you're not so limited by the size of drawers under bed compartments. The standard edition in queen size is the number one amazon best-selling in the Bed Frames category. He is also number five in this Article from Jon's Guide, Top 10 Best King Size Metal Bed Frame Reviews, and number two in this article from Dekor Tips, Find the
Best Bed Frame in 2017. It has an average rating of 4.6 stars based on more than 17,000 reviews on Amazon, and has over 12,000 5-star reviews. Reviewers mainly applaud the bed frame for the great value it provides for the price, which is easy to assemble and disassemble as needed, and how quiet the frame is. This reviewer explained that she could set
it up in 10 minutes and that it never squeaks or emits annoying sounds. Some reviewers mention that certain mattresses, especially memory foam models, slide easily. One critic said she would like him to come up with something to keep the bed from moving away from her. Many reviewers like this do not complain, but recommend buying a bed skirt to hide
storage under the bed. Pros: Tons from under the bed storage, easy to assemble and disassemble, frame keeps things quiet, super affordable Price PointsConsto: Some mattresses can slip, no clear indication of how much weight it can holdCompro the Zinus 14 inch SmartBase Platform Bed Frame on Amazon for $59.00 (Twin), $79.00 (Full), (Queen
unavailable), $119.78 (King) DHP If your heart is set on a bed frame that has highlighted that has that highlight ed if your heart is set on a bedframe that has highlighted that has that highlight that has that highlight ed that has that highlighted that has that highlight ed if your heart is set on a bed frame that has highlight ed that has that highlight that has that
highlight ed if your heart is set on a bed frame that has highlighted that has that highlight ed that has that highlight that has that highlight ed that has that highlight ed if your heart is set on a bed frame that has highlight ed that has that highlight , elegant leather appearance, but simply can not justify spending thousands on a bed frame alone, this DHP Dakota
Faux Leather Tufted Upholstered Bed Platform may be the solution. We love that there are so many buying options available. You can buy it in twin sizes, full and queen and in black, brown or white faux leather. The chic contemporary bed frame comes with an upholstered padded faux leather headboard and side rails, giving it a heavy, or rich leather look.
Sturdy metal side rails add stability and durability, while the platform bed frame is supported with 24 wooden slats for more than adequate comfort without the need for a box spring. The faux leather is easy to clean, and the manufacturer says the bed works well with memory foam mattresses and coil mattresses, but does not explicitly state that other
mattresses will not work. The bed frame looks elegant and, and has a reasonable price. The faux leather is detailed with button tufts and padding that gives it an elegant yet discreet design, so you can scale even the simplest rooms. DHP Dakota Faux Leather Tufted Upholstered Platform Bed has a 4-star rating on Amazon based on 476 customer reviews.
The go back a few years, but there was more than last week at the time of writing, which indicates that the product is quite popular. Reviewers go back and forth on the assembly process, with some saying it's on the easy side - one reviewer says it took about one to two hours - and others others it's harder, as this buyer whose review is titled is no fun to
assemble. Some critics say that the bed frame is not sturdy enough, like this reviewer, who recalled a rather traumatic experience with the bed frame. However, most reviewers are impressed by the look, low price, and support for this frame. Pros: Price, design, comes with headboard, easy to cleanCons: May not be as tough as one would like, The mount
can be a nuisanceComprto the DHP Dakota Faux Leather Tufted Platform Bed on Amazon for (Gemini Unavailable) $179.00 (Whole — originally $290.00), $222.49 (Queen — originally $310.00) (No King) DHP The DHP Rosedale Metal Canopy Bed Frame really allows you to add your own unique style to make your entire bed setup , not to mention the
room, feel extremely personalized and unique. You can cover the canopy with your favorite curtains, padding, lights, and more and change the design with the seasons, or, because the bed frame is so easy for the eyes, you could just use it as it is. It is a four poster bed frame with elegant but modern X-shaped square accents on the headboard and board. It
is made from sturdy metal and has several support bars underneath it to hold your mattress in place, but a box spring is probably a safe complement to ensure you take the most out of your mattress. It is worth noting that in the q&amp;A section, one commenter explained that a box spring made the bed squeal when used more actively, to say delicately, and
as such, the commentator suggested going without the box spring. The DHP Rosedale Metal Canopy Bed Frame has a 4.4-star rating based on 27 customer reviews, which is not a ton, but we take into account that this model came out less than a year ago. Critics across the board say the bed is solid and sturdy, although some complain that the fitting is a
nuisance, like this reviewer who uploaded a Snapchat video for his review showing the bed configuration. Overall, reviewers say they are impressed with the quality of the product by the price, as this buyer who also sent photos and stated: it feels super expensive and of good quality. Pros: Robust and durable, easy to customize, you can change the style
quickly and easilyCons: The assembly can be a hindrance, you probably need to buy a box spring alsoComprto the DHP Rosedale Metal Canopy Frame On Amazon $199.99 (Queen) (originally $249.99) (No other sizes available) If you want to see more from Insiders, we're collecting emails for an upcoming newsletter. You'll be the first to hear about the
things we cover. Click here to sign up. Disclosure: This post is brought to you by business insider picks team. Our goal is to products and services that you may find interesting, and if you buy them, our country will receive a small portion of the revenue from the sale of our trading partners. We often receive free products from manufacturers to test. That
doesn't drive our decision. Decision. whether or not a product is displayed or recommended. We operate independently of our advertising sales team. We welcome your feedback. Is there anything you think we should know? Send an email to insiderpicks@businessinsider.com. Read the original article on Insider Picks. Copyright 2017. Follow Insider Picks on
Twitter. More: Insider Picks 2017 Insider Picks Guides Buying Guide Features It indicates an expandable section or menu, or sometimes previous/upcoming navigation options. Options.
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